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Missiles, it went off course hitting value after being hit by the missile.

According to reports from Iraq, but totally destroying everything inside.

Of States structural damage to the building, right through an upstairs window of the museum causing no structural damage to the building, but totally destroying everything inside.

Lisa Trump-Barnhouse Director of Twisted Metal and Splatters of Paint, said that most of the art work inside the building is permanently damaged or destroyed. She did say, however, that a few pieces have gone up in value after being hit by the missile.

When asked about the future of the museum, Trump-Barnhouse said, "I think that the interior design left behind by the SCUD is an artful statement in itself. I think we will leave everything as it is for a few months and title it 'Missile Attack -- Iraqi Expressionism.' The natural appearance adds something to the building's interior."

The art work inside the museum. We will actively take part in the restructuring of the building, if possible. If the building cannot be rebuilt, we will just take Wismer Campus Center and turn it into a museum and allow the students to use the basement of some other building on campus as their student center. I'm positive that a tuition increase is also needed to aid us in the recovery. We will try to increase the tuition another $2,000 before the start of the Fall 1991 semester so that students returning next year feel that they are helping to rebuild our beautiful campus."

Krud Flea, Director of Mud and Bricks, said that "we should be able to begin renovations right away with any building on campus. We are trying to set a new record for the most mud on one college campus. I hope we get a lot of rain so that our machinery really tears up the grass around the Berman building and puts our mud count over the record."

Trump-Barnhouse encourages students to come to Berman and look at the SCUD exhibit.

Student Petrifies While Waiting for Wick Datley

By Stifas A. Board Of The Goofy

Tragedy struck when Ursinus student Patience A. Virtue petrified into one solid mass after years of waiting for Wick Datley, Dean of Sports and Tough Things Virtue, a senior, had been waiting to discuss a parking ticket she had acquired her freshman year.

Although Virtue had paid the fine days after receiving the violation, an error in the Business Office had quadrupled the sum, added 99% interest, and sent out a hit man/art professor, Zed Taras to stalk her down.

In a stroke of irony Taras, who had been sent to bore her to death, was the finder of the body.

He was getting ready to expound his speech, 'the Vietnam Scenario' when he noticed the glazed metallic look of the victim. "It was a horrible sight," Taras commented. "Beware the iron triangle of the military-industrial complex," he added.

Attempts at resuscitation were made, with hundreds of Ursinus EMT's and volunteer firepersons responding to the initial call. Unfortunately after several minutes of CPR (banging on the petrified body with a hammer), someone's beeper went off and the whole group scattered in different directions.

Friends and family expressed disbelief at her passing, but not at the perseverence of Virtue's vigil over the years. Virtue's ability to sit through Psych 100 lectures without falling asleep was just one testimony to incredible abilities.

Unconfirmed reports reveal Virtue's dying words as, "But the secretary said to come by every odd day in or around noon?" The investigation continues as to exactly what time this is.

Sources reveal Dean Datley expressed his personal condolences to the Virtue family. Unfortunately this reporter could not reach him for comment, after four hours waiting outside his door.

Closed Dialogue Wednesday at 2:30 a.m. in Olin. Students are invited to offer their opinions, so we can make fun of them. This week's topic, "Rosebud."
Day Sleeper
Reprimandis

Reverend Lot Reprimandis has recently been diagnosed with the rare sleeping disorder, narcolepsy. Upbeat as always, Reprimandis feels his newly discovered disorder is a help rather than a hindrance. "It's a great excuse at committee meetings," he says.

Quad Intruder Spotted Again

By A. Peeper
Of The Quad bathrooms

Late last night two Quad residents, Ms. Cubicle and Ms. Doubleshack reported that they heard loud heavy breathing at their first floor window. They immediately called security and reported that they thought the Quad Intruder was trying to get into the building.

"We know that he couldn't get into our room because our windows have bars on them but the heavy breathing and snarling was really scary. We were scared that he might find another way in," Doubleshack stated. The two women reported that the assailant appeared to be very tall and dark. A sketch of the intruder was made from this description. Anyone who sees one of the million people who the sketch could represent is asked to immediately notify security.

As the investigation continues... security officers have been trying to study the Quad Intruder's new technique. Siren McDonno, Director of Actors, comments, "We think that maybe he is trying to entice girls to come outside with the heavy breathing in order to get into the Quad." He also remarked that a lot of bushes were missing around the windows. It is assumed that the intruder is trying to make peeping easier from further distances.

INSTA-GRASS !!

Yes, you've seen it behind Old Men's; you've seen it over the Quad. Now it can come to your home!!!

That's right!! The College will now provide INSTA-GRASS to any and all students in their own back yard at home!!

If you are having trouble with sod, call the College's maintenance department, and they will come out to your house and spray YOUR backyard with INSTA-GRASS!!!

A small service charge will be added to your tuition.

Bill Knows...Knowledge on Audiocassette

- Learn while driving
- Full 60 minutes lectures
- Choose from our wide selection:
  - Centripetal Force
  - Surface Tension of Jello
  - The Seven Year Urisinus Plan
  - Antidisestablishmentarianism
  - Osmoronic
  - Caulking Your Bathroom
  - How to make yourself heard at an Open Dialogue
  - Solvents
  - A Feminist Analysis of The Epic of Gilgamesh
  - Australian Salt Flats
  - Submarine Acoustical Properties
  - And More!!

Call 1-800-IAM-BILL

First 100 orders receive a copy of Bill's Book "Boat Building and Linguine"

-- The Dynamics of Working with Pasta"
Morality Committee Visits Ursinus

Shark Attack in Pool

BY L.M. Drownin Of The Goofly

Last Wednesday evening, three Ursinus students were eaten alive in the William Elliot Pool in Helfferich Hall. Authorities say that a shark somehow worked its way through the pump system last week when work was being done on the intake and outtake water systems for the campus. During the work, someone accidentally connected the intake pipe to the old sewer pipes which are not used anymore. We guess that a shark somehow had been living in these old pipes every day. When the pipes were incorrectly connected, the shark worked his way into the pool," said police chief Thrasher in a statement at the scene.

The victims of the attack have been identified as famed album reviewer Batt Pecker, campus leader Phill Sinnegan, and superstar swimmer Reve Scrubb.

Lifeguard Lyle Cornfield gave this statement to police: "I was just watching the pool like every other night and all of a sudden I saw this huge fin come out of nowhere. I ran to get my camera to take a picture of it because I had never seen a shark before. I also didn't think it in my best interest to dive into the water with a shark. I did yell to everyone to get out of the pool, but I guess some of them didn't hear me. Oh, well, at least I saw a shark!"

The autopsy reports showed that Pecker had his head bitten off. Officials were surprised that the shark did not break his jaw opening it so wide. The rest of Pecker's body was recovered from the bottom of the pool. Sinnegan was reported to have attempted to stab the shark with a knife he just happened to have in his bathing suit, but missed the shark's vital organs. He should have studied harder in biology class. Scrubb was bitten in half at the neck (he's short, get it?!). Director of Gym-Type Stuff, R. R. Dandy Ravingson had this to say about the incident: "We are looking into possibly draining the pool to kill the shark. This is very expensive, however, so we might just use the remains of the victims as bait to lure the shark to the surface where it can be killed."

"Dear Lord, somebody quick cover that woman's b---s!" screamed Myrna Peabody, Chairperson of the National Council for Less Frontal Nudity (NCLFN). Peabody, on Ursinus soil for less than thirty seconds, reached into her bag. The Corson Chadwick sculptures directly in front of her, she ran toward them holding three white bras, size 65D, in her hand. The brass flapped in the wind, wrapped around the lean black sculptures, and Peabody breathed a sigh of relief. "Thank God!" she exclaimed. "For a minute there I thought I was back in Italy."

Originally an outgrowth of the anti-Monty Python movement the NCLFN is the newest branch of the National Endowment for the Arts. Formed by Congress just this year the Council conducts periodic spot checks of artwork across the nation.

"It's a disgrace having these naked sculptures in front of these poor susceptible girls," chided Peabody, straightening the cups on the Quad Chadwick. "I'll have to come back," she said. "I don't know if I brought enough undergarments with me."

After their stint with the Chadwicks the Council attempted to storm the Art museum, next to Old Men's, the greatest source of exposed nipples on the Ursinus campus. To their surprise the building was barricaded, a holdover from the Quad attack.

Defeated temporarily, but not undaunted, Peabody reached into her bag and pulled out an 8 x 11 glossy of former T.V. evangelist, Jim Baker. She walked defiantly to the top of the steps and taped the photograph on the double glass doors.

The Mud-Human Interaction Society just received their first grant from the Jolly Green Giant Association. The grant allowed the purchase of the TerraScoopa-5000 a "truly wondrous piece of equipment," according to Society Chairman, Dirt E. Allower. The 5000 is capable of multiple terraform excavations, rearrangement of assorted herbaceous habitats, and assist in the supplantation of various biota. With their membership at an all-time low, the group hopes the new equipment will make more people interested in the mud-human relationship beyond an occasional facial.
Mercedes Benz Honored by Hobson

By C. Cars
Of the Goofley

The war has affected the students of Ursinus in many ways. Some held vigils for peace, and some started a t-shirt drive and new campus organization in support of Bush and the troops. Perhaps the most unique display on campus resulting from the war was the banner of support hung by the girls of Hobson for the contributions made in the Middle East by Mercedes Benz.

The Mercedes Benz corporation has made numerous, yet less well known contributions to the United States forces in the Gulf. They supplied the gold plate armored all terrain vehicle that Vice President Dan Quayle used while inspecting the troops. As well as not charging the US government anything for this custom made, idiot-proofed car, Mercedes has pledged to stop selling their cars anywhere in the Middle East. Poopsie may never be the same, the resident who had gone above and beyond to support the war effort a resident claimed, "we felt that this was a company that had gone above and beyond normal measures to make contributions which might have otherwise gone unnoticed."

The planned bake sale to raise money toward the Mercedes "down with Saddam" fund was canceled when the war ended sooner than planned.

Giant Dog Takes Dump on Paisley Beach

Evidence of Poopsie on Paisley Beach

By P. Scooper
Of the Goofley

On April 2, 1990 a giant dog took a dump on Paisley Beach. The pile of excrement was first detected when Security responded to emergency calls from the Quad. "Quad residents were running everywhere trying to get away from the smell," Officer Sharkey reported.

A Limerick dog catcher has been looking for the dog, Poopsie, a French Poodle, since last Thursday. Poopsie fell into the Schukyll next to Limerick Power Plant and was sucked into the plant's cooling system. Since the accident Poopsie has grown 25 feet in height. "The effect of radiation on dogs has never been tested," Mr. Green Jean, head of the EPA stated. "This incident is very shocking," he continued.

Poopsie's owner, Mrs. Dogooder has filed a suit against Limerick Power Co. "I want my Poopsie back," she cried. "He's my little baby," she wailed. Unfortunately Poopsie may never be the miniscule dog he once was again. It is not known if the effects of the radiation will be reversible. For now all we can do is wait.

"Hopefully Poopsie will not keep the old dog tradition of marking his territory," Green Jean stated. "It will take at least a week to clear away this stuff," he remarked.

Currently Poopsie has terrorized both neighborhood dogs and their owners. Poopsie has succeeded in taking over almost all dog territories in the Perkiomen Valley. Mass migrations of canines have been reported all over the area. Later on this week Poopsie will be featured on the popular T.V. shows, America's Most Wanted and Hard Copy.

If you spot Poopsie, don't panic. He has not been known to trample houses, he only dumps on them. Anyone with a red house is asked to get immediate water proofing. It is asked that people seek shelter and keep lots of canned food around. It will take at least a week for the Sanitation Department to dig you out.

The Totally Unconnected

National

Former President Ronald Reagan was injured in a freak bungi cord accident off a California bridge last week. Reportedly after being rescued he shouted, "Now I remember everything about the Iran-Contra scandal."

A name being banded by pundits as a possible '92 Democratic candidate is General Norman Schwarzkopf. Stated one analyst, "Who better to choose to run in '92 than someone who has already beaten the Republican Guard?"

Dan Quayle began a tour of the nation's capitol's this week. Upon leaving the vice-president commented, "By the end of this trip I hope to be able to name all the capitol's of the 38 states in this great nation."

Congress approved $1.7 million from the National Natural Disaster Fund to go to the Sociology and Anthropology department at Ursinus College, Collegeville Pa. An office inhabited by Dr. G. Tallagher, which had been rumbling under the surface for months, finally exploded in a spew of papers, tests, and a rare collection of artifacts from the Truk and Amish.

International

Greek Prime minister Xenophon Zolotas has threatened to cut off diplomatic relations with the United States because of the continued American use of the term "Greek" in reference to fraternities and sororities. The American response has been limited. Martin Flourwater in a prepared statement yesterday commented, "What the hell, George always liked frats when he was in school."

Imelda Marcos donated 20,000 pairs of shoes to the Ursinus College student population for general use. The only stipulation is that the shoes cannot get muddy. Comments Ursinus College President Richard P. Whittakers, "The shoes will make a wonderful addition to our growing archives.